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A Prayer for the 
Cryogenic Dead

Cari Silverwood

Theresa kept her face still, and her mouth set in 
a stiff line, as she looked about the room. 

The flickering blue lights of the museum 
storeroom lent a grotesque hue to the 
disembodied heads of the cryogenies—those 
blasphemers who had dared to freeze themselves 
and dream of living forever. In transparent 
boxes, they were stacked on shelves against the 
walls, all the way to the ceiling. Tentacles of hair 
floated across their faces, across their dull and 
sightless orbs.  

With a shudder, Theresa wrenched her gaze 
away from them to look at the Reverend Allain. 
Though surrounded by the cryogenies, he stood 
ruler-straight upon the dais facing the gathered 
Devotees. Blue highlights danced upon his mane 
of thick black hair.

She had joined the Church of the Sacred 
Afterlife on the first day of her unemployment, 
as you had to, but had never meant to go this 
far, to become a Devotee. Her mouth and tongue 
felt glued together, her fingertips throbbed. 
This wasn’t right, but she couldn’t think clearly 
enough to figure out why. 

“Tonight we will release one of the cryogenies 
from its decades of self-inflicted purgatory.” 
He bowed his head. “In turn, let us pray for 
their souls. Until now, upon their release from 
purgatory, they have been neither dead nor 
alive.”

The red words of his prayer scrolled down 
Theresa’s cornea in Spider Gothic Bold. 

Must change that, she thought. To something 
not so… spidery.

“This,” the Reverend declared, raising his arms 
with fists clenched, “… is neurosuspension! 
Why did they not realize this was a sin! Why?” 
He shook his head in dismay. “By this ritual 
of the flesh, we absolve them of their sins and 
take them on to a better life. May we be blessed 
in the afterlife. May we return as better people. 
May our families share our honour when death 
finds us. For only the good die young. Amen.”

She mumbled the last words of the prayer, 
watching from the back of the room as Reverend 
Allain stepped aside to allow the massive 
cryogenic freezer to rise from the floor. 

Puffs of liquid nitrogen billowed onto the dais. 
Inside the freezer were the heads of cryogenies 
who were yet to be defrosted, unlike those 
keeping silent guard above who bathed in 
preservative. The acrid smell from the formalin 
in the boxes permeated the room.

Theresa felt as though they were watching her, 
waiting for something.

Music began to play, growing louder and louder, 
accompanying the slow ascent of the freezer. Her 
heart thudded against her chest. She tried to 
breathe steadily and take comfort in the grip of 
Cara’s, and Firsten’s, hands in hers. 

Strangers, yet now her closest friends. Cara—a 
quiet young woman with hair which was golden 
and long, like a fairytale princess. And Firsten, 
earnest and dependable—his brown eyes turned 
white at the edges when he spoke of death. He 
meant to see the afterlife soon and make his 
family proud. 

There was a whining sound, Theresa ducked her 
head. 

She must avoid… any thought of… what the 
taste would be like.

A warm thrill spread from between her shoulder 
blades, running down her spine and up into 
her head. Delicious. Saliva flooded back into 
her mouth and the twisting in her stomach 
subsided. Her hyperspinal implant had kicked 
in.

“It’s okay,” whispered Cara, squeezing her 
hand. “Think of how much this will mean to 
your parents. The first ceremony is always the 
hardest. It’s just your initiation.”

“Did you know we’re on the net?” added Firsten.

Blink to turn it on. Her cornea tuned in. And 
yes, there they were—an aerial view. It panned 
in on the three of them. The net must be 
feedbacking from her connection. Mother, father 
and Rust would be viewing for sure. She could 
see Firsten’s brown mop of hair. He was waving 
with his free hand. She could feel the warmth 
and sway of his body. His left hand still tightly 
held hers.
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She stared down at herself for what seemed 
hours. The dreadlocks of her hair were wrapped 
like limp black ropes around her white face and 
neck. She resembled a prisoner waiting quietly 
to be sentenced, or a tethered animal about to 
be slaughtered.

A question surfaced in her mind. Why, she 
thought. Why do we do this? There is something 
wrong with this—but, the question was lost, 
submerged in a delicious surge of warmth, 
washed away like all her other questions all 
those other times. 

Eyelids flickering she swayed on her feet. 
“Mmmm.”

“We’re next! Theresa! Wake up!” said Cara.

The warm rush subsided a little and she opened 
her eyes. “What? Oh, I’m coming.”

They threaded slowly through the crowd. The HS 
implant working overtime, flushing her system 
with euphoria drugs, shielding her from reality. 
Keeping her sane.

She knelt before Reverend Allain.

“First, do you, Theresa, accept the blessing of 
this flesh? Of Jon Mitchell Barton,” he intoned, 
speaking the name of the cryogenie last.

“Yes, I do. I accept the flesh of Jon Mitchell 
Barton.” She opened her mouth. The icy sliver 
thawed a little on her tongue. She swallowed.

On the bench nearby sat the cryogenie’s head. 
She could see a circular hole in the top, and 
beside the head lay a long, narrow cylinder—the 
sample had been removed from the trephined 
hole. It was sliced into numerous thin discs like 
the one she had swallowed.

“You are doubly blessed, Theresa. You are the 
first and only Devotee to receive from this donor 
today.” He raised his voice. “And so, to conclude 
today’s ceremony. Do you all pray that you will 
soon receive the ultimate blessing of death?” 

“Yes.” Theresa said the response without 
thinking. She knew it by heart. Had done since 
primary school. “Yes. So I won’t be a burden 
on my parents. Or a delinquent dreg, begging 
at good people’s feet when they walk about the 
halls. Amen.”

As Cara dragged her away she could see 
Reverend Allain following her with his eyes. 
There were fine wrinkle lines beneath his eyes. 
He was old. How dare he be old. 

#

Theresa sat cross-legged on her top bunk 
surveying the darkened room. Evening it was, 
and lights out. Under her bunk was Cara’s 
and under that, Firsten’s. The mentor system 
helped any ‘green’ Devotees to settle in. But she 
wondered what they’d do if she climbed down 
and tried to walk out.

All the interminable sermons from the last two 
days kept coming back into her thoughts.

“Man’s desire for immortality is the greatest sin.” 

“Honour your family, honour yourself. The 
greatest glory is found in self-sacrifice.” 

“You must not hinder another in their self-
sacrifice, but neither must you aid them once they 
have begun the act.”

Nothing new. She had heard them before, seen 
them on vidscreens, written essays about them 
at school. 

She remembered the first time she witnessed 
the Life Ceremony. Once a week, four times 
a month, it drew in people from all along the 
tenements. Some were said to come from 
halfway around the world in a pilgrimage to 
the Pegasus Window. There would be sunlight 
glinting off the stained glass of the huge window, 
and the perfect arcs of bodies as they fell into 
the sea below. Only they weren’t just bodies. 
They were people. 

She remembered the sadness the first time. 
Sitting on her father’s shoulders, she had wept 
for ages, her eyes growing ever more red and 
swollen. Nothing had stopped her crying—not 
hugs, not kisses, not lollipops, only when her 
immature implant leaked out enough euphoria 
did she cease to cry. 

Tomorrow the bodies wouldn’t be strangers, they 
would be Cara and Firsten, and in one week, it 
would be her.

It was so lonely being here without her family, 
without little sister Rust. Her mother had 
screamed and hugged her tight when she saw 
the unemployment notice. Theresa still had the 
bruises on her arms. 

If she walked out now, she knew what would 
happen. No one talked to dregs. When she was 
five years old she had seen one begging outside 
the market hall.
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“Never, ever talk to a dreg,” her father had 
sternly told her, and then he spat on the floor. A 
step further on he dropped a food package but 
he wouldn’t let her pick it up. Instead he gripped 
her wrist and towed her away. She had looked 
back, watching wide eyed as the dreg scrambled 
for the package. 

Vague warmth welled up inside her. She 
scratched at her back. It was intensely itchy at 
the site of her HS implant. As if she had become 
allergic to the thing. Unlikely. They were put 
in at birth, and grew with you along with your 
corneal implant and the matrix chip you used 
for net-linking and data storage. 

She leaned to the side. Cara lay very still in the 
bunk below.

“Cara? You awake?”

“Yes.” There was no inflection at all in her reply. 
Neither happiness, nor sadness.

Theresa tapped the wall pad and turned on the 
dim ceiling light.

“How long have you been here at the dormitory?”

“Almost a week. A week tomorrow.” She half sat 
up, her face turned upwards towards Theresa, 
sheet sliding from her shoulders. 

“Say, how come you’re here, Theresa? I heard 
you were lined up for IT programming? Solid-as-
a-rock employment, in your family for ages.” The 
cheerful tone was back in Cara’s voice and her 
pupils widened slowly despite the light. 

Euphoria. You could always tell, thought 
Theresa. 

She sank back onto her elbow. “Yeah. That was 
me. Solid. There’s no IT level 1c anymore, been 
wiped.” She hesitated. Her body had started to 
tremble and her back was itching like crazy. 
“My little sister’s gone too unless it’s reinstated. 
She’s got five years to go.”

“If you jump, your family gets extra priority you 
know. Besides, it might not happen - but if it 
does she’ll become a Devotee. Like us. I’m going 
to sleep, Theresa. See you tomorrow. Hey, only 
the good die young.” Her hand appeared at the 
side of the bunk and gave Theresa’s arm a quick 
squeeze. “Night.”

“Uh, Cara?”

“Yeah?”

“How old’s Reverend Allain?”

“Forty. Fifty. Who knows? He’s allowed to be 
old, Theresa. Reverends get training, and go up 
through the levels for meetings and such. He 
won’t be jumping tomorrow. They wouldn’t let 
him.”        
  #

It was ages the next morning before Theresa 
could summon the energy to roll over in bed. 
Her entire body was aching and stiff and itchy, 
and she couldn’t stop shivering. She needed to 
see an autodoc. 

“You’re jumping in a week, Theresa. Why see an 
autodoc?” Cara shook her head in disbelief. “It’s 
just a virus. Are you sneezing at all?”

“No! I’m not. Look, I just want to know, that’s 
all. Don’t ask me why!” She knew she was being 
perverse, and maybe annoying, but she didn’t 
care. 

By the time they reached the autodoc which 
sat in the corridor three doors down from their 
dormitory, Theresa found she could almost walk 
normally. Cara had skipped most of the way 
there, all the while humming some chaotic tune. 

“You okay, Cara?” Theresa leaned against the 
blue-outlined door, panting from the effort. The 
glossy white booth came up to eyebrow level. 
There was a thick layer of dust and a dead 
spider on the top.

Someone tapped on the glass door at the end 
of the corridor. Cara was wearing her last-day 
clothes. All-over black, long-sleeved shirt and 
drawstring trousers, which hugged the body. 
People were peering in through the glass. A few 
bobbed their heads in little bows of respect. 

“Sure I am.” Cara was wide eyed and smiling 
broadly. “This is the very best day of my life.”

She almost said something to Cara then. 
Euphoria helped you through the bad spots in 
your life even though, for some reason, it wasn’t 
working for her. She was clear headed, in pain 
and ready to punch someone just because she 
wanted to. Clear headed enough to see Cara’s 
implant was pumping out more than was safe 
and to wonder if all the other Devotees were 
getting as much.

And if they were, then why? She was good at 
maths, at adding one and one up to make two. 
If Devotees were not those who walked with 
God’s hand upon their shoulders, if they weren’t 
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suffused with the light of the afterlife—if it were 
simply euphoria, then one and one made three. 

Theresa shook her head, feeling nauseous and 
dizzy.

She popped open the autodoc door. It slid open 
and she flopped onto the padded green seat 
inside before the door closed automatically, only 
to gasp when pain lanced into her back.

The screen crackled and came to life in irregular 
patches of rainbow that spread to show a picture 
of a vast ocean.

“Good morning, honoured Devotee. Miss Theresa 
Arquel, I believe?”

“Yes.”

“Please hold very still while I make my diagnosis. 
Thanking you for your co-operation.” The sound 
system made various bleeping and crackling 
sounds while she waited. They couldn’t even give 
her a decent autodoc. 

“Diagnosis complete. Unknown prion detected 
on central nervous system scan. Some prions 
have spread to the neurones involving your 
hyperspinal implant and corneal implant.  
This may cause visual or mental disorders. 
We predict death in seventy-two hours, 
approximately. Thanking you.”

She remained seated, even breathing seemed to 
be painful. “A prion? Holy… What, you damned 
stupid machine, is a prion?”

“An abnormal protein accumulant sometimes 
found in the tissues of the brain. In your case 
the prion has been acquired due to consumption 
of tissue from a cryogenically preserved human. 
Anomaly: The course of disease is unusually 
short for a prion. Cause unknown.”

“What luck,” she muttered, kicking a spot below 
the autodoc’s screen. 

“Additional data: There are small quantities of 
prions in your saliva. Probable public health 
risk in the later stages of disease. You will be 
quarantined if still functioning in forty-eight 
hours. Thanking you.”

“Quarantined? Functioning? You mean if I’m 
still alive.” She slumped back. “So you mean this 
will spread to other people if I spit on them in a 
couple days’ time?” 

“Yes. Or, if they eat your brain. This is an 
unlikely outcome as it would require a murder to 
be committed.  Please leave the booth.”

“Oh.”

#

Strangely, at breakfast Theresa found she was 
still hungry. Starving in fact. She half-sat, half-
collapsed onto a padded metal stool at one of 
the stainless-steel tables. The dining room was 
packed with black-clad last day Devotees. She 
could smell frying food, toast, warm butter. 

Theresa gulped down a bowl of porridge, a 
plate of meat and four fried eggs. Her hands 
shook, her muscles and back were sore, but she 
managed to shovel in the food. God, fried eggs. 
She looked up. Every single last-dayer at the 
long table had fried eggs. Where did they come 
from? No one she knew had ever seen an egg, let 
alone eaten one.

A warm thrill ran down her back then through 
her body. Pain vanished. Only the last-dayers, 
and she, had been served eggs.

They finished off their meal with a prayer led 
by Reverend Allain. The passion as he spoke 
the words turned his face red and she was sure 
his eyes were growing larger. The idea of them 
suddenly popping out of his head made her want 
to giggle. She never giggled. Was it the implant 
or the disease? Hell, maybe it was both.

“Remember!” he declared. “Only the good die 
young! Theresa!” His pure blue eyes stared 
straight at her. “I have been told you are ill. 
Sometimes through no fault of theirs, Devotees 
refuse the first jump. It would be best if your 
first was successful. You will be jumping today.”

Today. So, it was to be today. She nodded 
eagerly. “Yes. Yes. I can see that.” Luck was with 
her. 

But then, like a lurking assassin, despair seized 
her and dragged her inexorably down into a 
deep chasm where light would never shine. 
She could see the excitement in the faces of 
those surrounding her. But, she could not feel 
it anymore. Their mouths moved non-stop as 
they talked, food and spittle spraying into the 
air. Their eyes were red and wide, and flicked 
from place to place as though nothing was worth 
settling on. They could barely wait to jump.

But not her. Not her. So her implant wasn’t 
working again because of the prion. It had 
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picked a damned good time for it. She closed 
her eyes. Her eyelids were so heavy. She leaned 
forward to rest her forehead on the cold hard 
table.

#

On the Pegasus window was a stained-glass 
depiction of an ancient winged animal—white 
against a background of sky and green stuff 
called grass. It covered the entire three-storey 
height of the recreation hall. Once sunlight 
must have poured in and rendered it in rich 
colours. Now however, with the sun’s rays forced 
to squeeze down through a two-mile high-rise 
canyon, there was usually a dull grey-blue haze 
to the glass. Except for at noon, at noon on 
sunny days it shone like a jewel.

All along the lower section, the window squares 
had been slid aside.

Looking through the window made her realize 
the truth. She didn’t want to die. God forgive 
her, but she didn’t want to die. It was a very long 
way down.

The wall of the tenement opposite, and the 
outside of their own building, stretched off to 
each side until somewhere in the far distance 
they appeared to meet. Far above was a slit 
of sky. Below were gray waves lashing at the 
concrete pillars supporting the buildings. At 
times a stray speck of sunlight was tossed back 
by the cresting waves.

Reverend Allain approached when she collapsed 
into a chair off to the side of the group of 
Devotees. There were at least four Reverends 
here today. A bulk offering of suicides. Damp 
strings of her braids clung to her forehead, 
though for once she wasn’t shivering. She could, 
however, feel lumps of some sort protruding 
from either side of her back, and her legs had 
lost most of their strength.

“Are you ready to offer yourself up for the 
honour of your family, Theresa?”

The desire, the longing to tell him to stuff all his 
endless honour. She could feel the words on her 
tongue. She was supposed to say, yes. She tried 
to look at his eyes, but her vision blurred. The 
sounds around her echoed and oscillated from 
loud to deathly quiet. “No,” she said, feeling as if 
she was talking inside a box. “I’m not ready.”

His face stilled. “You’re not? That’s okay. You 
have the right.” His eyes brimmed with unshed 

tears and he gently patted her shoulder. He 
turned and walked away with somewhat 
measured, deliberate steps that seemed to shake 
the very floor. 

The world swayed. She opened her eyes as wide 
as they would go, and squeezed them closed. 
The prion was doing things to her again.

Jon Mitchell Barton. That was the name. She 
needed to know what was happening to her, and 
why. With eyes still closed she tapped her fingers 
on her virtual keyboard and the net flashed out 
the answer. The details of his life were sparse 
but then the past of some cryogenies had been 
completely lost.

“Jon Mitchell Barton was a bio-engineer who 
was involved in prion research. Though he 
studied BSE or Mad Cow Disease, he also 
investigated several lesser-known prion diseases. 
He volunteered for neuro-suspension after being 
struck down by a rare form of cancer.” 

Fat red letters flashed at her. “This cryogenie no 
longer available due to health risks.” 

Ah, she thought. They’ve worked it out. It was 
laughable, really. Like the old-time executions 
when they wouldn’t kill people unless they were 
healthy. 

So, prions, again. And cancer. She could jump 
and die or stay and give the disease to others 
and then die anyway. She wondered if he had 
been one of those who had neuro-suspension 
done before his brain activity ceased. Was his 
head removed while he still lived? 

It made her think once more about executions. 
Why did nobody see the similarities? We’re being 
executed, but who was to blame? She didn’t 
know, couldn’t work it out. About the best she 
might do right now was throw up on somebody’s 
shoes.

Cara and Firsten—if no one else would listen to 
her, they might. She must try. She would try.

She realized the prion had at least one benefit, 
it had given her back her mind, something she 
had not truly owned since she was a child.

Through some freak of the acoustics, or perhaps 
she was hallucinating—she heard the scrape 
and tap of shoes on the floor, the murmur 
of many solemn voices and then she heard 
Reverend Allain begin to talk to another of the 
Reverends “We’ll have to do something about 
Theresa Arquel.”
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“Yeah.”

“Hey. Another forty-one and I’ve done it. I’m 
being promoted.”

“What! Up to level two?”

“Yep. Already had the security buffers updated. 
Stats say I’ll get twenty-five point five today so, 
give me another week and you’ll be saying sir to 
me over the net.”

“Fantastic, can I have the point five that only 
half kills themselves?”

“Sure.” Laughter. “A pleasure.”

Theresa chuckled too. That marvellous feeling 
had come drumming its way through her 
veins and nerves and capillaries, spreading 
everywhere in an instant. She felt good. Light as 
a balloon with happiness fizzing in her blood. 
Beneath it all she knew it was euphoria, but 
what did that matter?

Time became nothing. She drifted in pleasure. 
There was nothing better to do than sit 
there humming to herself and watching the 
excitement.

A line of smiling, HS-hyped youths launched 
themselves into the air that cold winter’s 
day. Cara was one of that first line. As each 
line began their momentary flight to ecstasy, 
plummeting below the bottom of the window 
with their black clothes flapping, another would 
take their place. Firsten was in the third line.

Theresa flicked on the net.

Some entered the water with their feet first, 
some went in headfirst, but for all of them the 
foaming water closed over, the splash subsided 
and nothing remained. They had been swallowed 
utterly. The sea grew dark, patched here and 
there by flutters of sheer black, as though a 
flock of ravens flew beneath the waves in an 
upside-down world.

The jet boats of security waited patiently 
outside this zone of water. True to the tenets 
of the Devotees they would not interfere unless 
someone survived and managed to swim over to 
them.

The net cam changed to a view of the Pegasus 
window. You could see the colours from the 
outside—white and blue and green. Reverend 
Allain was off to one side, gazing down at the 
water. Blink. Magnify. Blink. Blink. His eyes 
never wavered from the ugly view below. Blink. 

His lips opened and she saw the tiniest tip of a 
tongue slide out to caress his lips.

Afterwards, the spectators gradually left until 
only Theresa remained by the window. The 
Reverends stood next to the double doors at the 
entrance where they were solemnly talking to a 
throng of excited children. Below her a recovery 
boat cruised along with nets deployed, scooping 
up the lolling, anonymous bodies from the 
depths.

Theresa waited patiently until the boat made its 
looping run along the zone and back, and had 
gone away.

She placed both hands onto the frame of the 
opened window and braced herself before 
putting her head out into a gentle breeze. The 
salt taste and smell of the sea swirled around 
her, tugging at her hair. Happiness waited for 
her. She closed her eyes, climbed up onto the 
frame, and stepped out.

Wind rushed past her skin. Her feet hit the 
water hard and her body collapsed down onto 
itself, enveloped by cold and wetness. At the 
bottom would be Cara and Firsten. The afterlife. 
The sea dragged her under, down, down, 
tumbling down to be cocooned deep beneath the 
gray waves. 

Pain flayed her soul. Pain that coursed along her 
side with the scrape of debris past skin. Pain 
that burst inside her back and head. 

Awareness flared. There was nothing waiting for 
her at the bottom except death. She writhed. 
Which way was up?

Breathe. Air. Light. She flailed and struggled 
upwards to the light. Her face broke through the 
surface of a wave and she sucked in a choking 
lungful of air. Life.

No one was watching when she dragged herself 
out onto the rocky beach underneath the 
building. Security was long gone. Trembling, she 
crouched inside a cave made of large concrete 
pieces, sand and rock. From a deep cut along 
her side, blood dripped. She pressed her hand 
against it.

If she wasn’t going to drown herself, she 
certainly wasn’t going to let herself bleed to 
death. Someone up there had meant her to die 
but she wasn’t going to help them anymore. 
Whether it was two days, or four hundred that 
she had left to live, she would not surrender a 
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single day of it. She would fight with tooth and 
fist and…

Ah, she thought, and with her mind.

She sat down and bowed her head and went 
through the protocol for disconnection from the 
net and repair. Standard, done it a thousand 
times for other people, but you were supposed 
to reconnect. With luck they’d think she’d died 
already.

Maybe the autodoc was wrong, but she should 
plan this as if the worst would happen. Maybe 
sixty-five hours. Record her ideas, and the 
reasoning behind them, and then work out 
how best to send them out. The ladders meant 
she could get back in. With a bit of twisted 
programming anything on her chip could be sent 
to another person’s and from there onwards to 
community channels. She would need someone 
asleep or weak from illness to flash across the 
data without permission. It was possible. Not 
legal, but possible. Night-time would be best. 

What if they cleansed the data from the system 
before it was read? What if she was seen?

She fell asleep still worrying while the waves 
surged back and forth on her beach, washing it 
clean of the day’s quota of blood and despair.

#

On awakening there was a feeling of pain in her 
hand.

A large rat was gnawing and tugging at one of 
her fingers.

“Aaaah! Get off!” She leapt to her feet and gave 
the rat a kick which sent it flying into the air. 
The squeals of panicking rats merged with 
the sound of the sea churning onto the sand. 
There were other rats scurrying about her. 
Kick. Another sent flying. The rest fled into the 
darkness further under the building.

Eventually her breathing slowed and she could 
stop herself from jumping at every movement 
or noise. “How big can rats get?” She grimaced. 
They were far bigger than any she had seen 
before.

The edge of the building overhung the water 
and was actually ten or more yards away across 
the water. A couple of slim ladders showed 
in silhouette where they dangled from above. 
The light on the choppy sea out further was 

dimming. Late afternoon? She checked the time 
on her corneal clock. Four thirty-two. 

She recorded the first of her ideas before she 
rose to her feet and began a halting, stumbling 
search of the nearby beach. 

Each shard of pointed rock that jabbed at her 
feet made her wince but she kept going. A 
long rod of metal made a good stick for poking 
suspicious objects. At last she stopped, and 
rested against a concrete pillar, sliding her back 
down the cold surface till she sat on the ground. 
Her breaths came in wheezing gasps.

For the first time in her life there were no human 
beings nearby. No one talking, or laughing, or 
crying. No patter of feet. No one telling her what 
to do. It was a freedom of sorts. Exhausted, her 
eyelids fluttered and closed.

Twenty-four hours post-diagnosis. Her corneal 
clock flashed the news even before she opened 
her eyes. When she opened them, the light 
seemed brighter than before, revealing more of 
this ugly twilight world. Were her eyes adapting 
this rapidly? She shook her head and slowly 
took in the strange surroundings.

Patches of luminescent plant growth showed 
in the darkness on nearby concrete pillars, 
and on the concrete ceiling. She had made her 
bed a long way back from the beach for fear of 
security yet still there was a floor of deep sand. 
Her hands sifted through it and found wave-
worn rocks and the smooth, whorled shapes of 
sea shells. Shells. She knew them from exhibits 
at the museum. This was like another world. 
People must once have walked here in sunlight, 
under open skies, in centuries long past.

Gently she placed the shells back on the sand, 
shifting them about until they formed a neat 
circle. They showed as light grey against the 
dark grey sand. In sunlight they would have 
colour and life.

Enough moping over lost history. Hunger 
had arrived and there were rats a couple of 
yards away. The hunger wasn’t something she 
could ignore—starting out as discomfort then 
intensifying into a stabbing, twisting pain.

Silently she groped for, and found, the metal 
rod she had kept and then pushed herself to 
her feet. Two, three, four quiet steps brought 
her closer. She lunged at the rats with the rod. 
Through some miracle she speared one through 
the middle.
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Jump, scoop up a rock, throw it and a second 
rat was crushed.

She knelt, staring at them. There was nothing 
else to eat.

The body of the first black rat lay there with the 
rod still sticking through its middle. She took 
hold of the rod and slowly slid the body off it. 
Her stomach threatened to rise up her throat. 
She gulped the bile down and placed the rod to 
one side. The rat was the length of her forearm 
and had large bulging eyes with a string of saliva 
dripping from the tips of its two upper teeth.

Where did you start to eat a dead rat?

Mouth twisting in disgust she picked it up. 
The body was surprisingly warm. The four 
hairless feet with their tiny plump toes triggered 
memories of newborn babies and innocence.

She cleared her throat. “Listen, rat, I have 
to eat you. So where… ? Not your toes.” She 
shuddered. “Maybe here?” She raised the rat 
towards her mouth, picked up its tail with 
two fingers of her other hand, and put the tip 
between her front teeth. A surge of devastating 
hunger took over.

Awareness returned while she was in the midst 
of licking the fleshy inside of a rat’s stripped 
hide. The other rat was gone. Hastily she flung 
away the remains and went running to the water 
to squat there scrubbing at her face and mouth. 
The water was salty, stinging her scratched 
fingers and some ulcers in her mouth. Thirst 
took over from hunger. She took a few swallows.

Would the salt water hasten her death? But 
what had happened to her? No memory…  yet 
she’d eaten two rats?

She sat back on her heels, grimacing. Was this 
normal? Did ancient humans feel this same 
lust for food? Fresh and bloody—not wrapped 
in plastic or irradiated. Even thinking about 
that first taste of meat made her mouth flood 
with liquid. There was water in blood, in tissue. 
Perhaps, if she could get enough, it would be 
better than sea water.

From experimenting with various methods of 
hunting she found that she could lure several 
rats within striking distance by using one of 
their dead friends. They seemed to grow slower 
and less vigilant when they smelt food. Or 
maybe she was just getting better at this.

The illness hindered her very little, only 
sometimes making her dizzy and shaky. She 
still had blackouts when she ate. Thank God. 
Coming to and finding herself sucking the last 
marrow from a rat’s leg bone was bad enough.

Her best effort so far was five rats dead in one 
ambush.

Then the shaking began coming more and 
more often and the tumors were growing at an 
alarming rate. If she reached back she could 
feel them stretching all the way down her back. 
Bubble-like swellings that had appeared on 
her arms and legs coalesced, leaving her with 
thickened, aching limbs. Despite all this, she 
found her success at hunting and catching rats 
exhilarating. 

By the end of the day, she’d killed and eaten 
fifteen rats. And one curious sea bird that 
strayed too close. Even now, sated, if she 
concentrated she could hear the little animals 
moving about. Three over there, she turned her 
head to listen, and one further away. She could 
pinpoint their locations easily. 

But she must not forget. She brought out the 
virtual keyboard and tried to clear her mind. 
She began to type, slowly at first. With the right 
words she could bring down the parasites who 
had done this to her and to all the thousands of 
others. 

Later, sleepily, she nestled down into the hollow 
she had made in the sand. A piece of thick 
plastic sheeting lined this primitive bed. She 
felt like a wolf curling up in its burrow. Stuffed 
wolves had been in one of the movies they 
showed to her school. So cute and fluffy. As 
sleep washed over her, she thought dreamily of 
how she had wanted to cuddle up to one of those 
wolves.

Forty-eight hours post diagnosis. There were 
miles of unexplored territory beneath the 
building. Even where the luminescent plant was 
absent she found it nearly as bright as daytime 
had been in the halls. Not shades of grey either 
—now she could see color and spot movement in 
the far distance. 

It couldn’t be just her eyes, she decided, it must 
be the corneal implants. 

She had to walk a long way before she could 
find rats that weren’t afraid when she shadowed 
them. Luckily there were other large, furred 
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creatures which turned out to have as much 
meat and blood as several of the rats.

A new symptom took over. She grew nauseous 
and threw up after each meal. Most of the food 
stayed down but it was definitely the worst part 
of this sickness—of dying. The lumps on her 
back she could cope with even if the changing 
weight made it hard for her to keep her balance 
at times. Now she knew how the hunchback in 
the children’s tale had felt. 

An uncle with cancer had suffered the same 
way—a ravenous appetite as the growths 
overwhelmed his body. The autodocs wouldn’t 
treat him—too old, her father had told her. Too 
old to make it worthwhile.

She was eating to feed her cancer, not herself.

It was curious how much she continued to 
strive to live in the face of death. She rewrote 
her arguments till they were solid and clear and 
damning, and she polished her program for the 
data transfer until she was almost sure it would 
work.

The tumours swelled until she had to tear a 
large hole in the back of her shirt. Thankfully 
her side had healed. If it weren’t for the 
inevitable progress of the disease, she could 
have survived in this bizarre environment. 

Seventy-two hours she’d been given, and now 
barely twelve remained. It was time. Tonight, it 
had to be, before she succumbed.

Then, as she walked back towards the beach, 
the tumours tore open on her back. The shock 
made her fall to her knees. A rock crumbled 
beneath her clutching hand. She knelt there 
thumping the muscles of her legs to distract 
herself from the agony. Blood and fluid washed 
in rivulets across her waist and down to the 
earth to mingle with the sand and crumbled 
rock.

Finally she forced herself to crawl in the 
direction of the beach. Serrated concrete slabs 
tore off chunks of skin from her palms and 
knees, sand ground into the wounds. After what 
seemed like hours of crawling, she discovered a 
reserve of strength.

Using a pillar for support, by slow inches, 
she hauled herself to her feet and staggered 
onwards. Remnants of tissues flopped about on 
her back, uncurling, until every so often she felt 
them brush nauseatingly across the rocks.

By the time she reached the beach, much of her 
strength had returned. Though she was still in 
the shade, the sunlight, unseen at full strength 
for days, scoured at her eyes. Tears poured 
around her clamped-shut eyelids. Squinting and 
bowing her head, she pulled off what remained 
of her tunic then waded out until she was waist 
deep. Something dragged in the water behind 
her. The remains of the tumours, she realised.

She reached around gingerly to discover what 
deformities she now carried and found perfect 
skin stretched taut across a scaffolding of long 
slender bones.  

The touch of that newborn flesh catapulted 
her into a wholly strange world. Neurones 
connected. Her thoughts exploded like white 
hot shards, searing across unused pathways, 
unveiling raw sensations, completing links, 
unfurling power as she came full circle. Her 
pupils dilated to their fullest extent. Ancient 
memories stirred.

The chill waves lapped patiently at her waist 
while she stood there with her bare feet 
anchored in the wet sand of the sea bottom, and 
her splayed fingers caging her face. Through 
them she could see the underside of the 
building.

Level one was where her people were held. 
Then there was level two, then three, and so on 
until you reached... What? The level of whoever 
manipulated everyone below them. What must 
their lives be like? They knew of the deaths of 
the Devotees for, of course, they ordered them. 
And through the benevolent, and ever-so-
persuasive Reverends, they had made suicide a 
glorious achievement.

For a few necessary moments, she reconnected 
to the net and sent out her first summoning. 
“Please, Reverend Allain I’m terrified. Soon I am 
to have my fifteenth birthday. I need someone to 
help me. Please can you meet me at the foot of 
the Pegasus window at midnight.”

There. Done.

The sun had long ago set by the time she began 
her climb. At first it was easy using the ladders 
leading down into the sea. No doubt they were 
for the use of security in emergencies. But, once 
she reached the concrete facade of the building 
there was only the outline of a door to greet her. 
She continued climbing upwards in smooth 
assured bursts, for the tiniest niche or ledge, 
proved to be no challenge at all.
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To her eyes, the distant moon illuminated the 
scene like a floodlight.

By now the anonymous e-mail would have been 
read.

Allain stood within half a yard of the window. 
His slick ponytail cinched in a fashionable 
beaded tie; his hands clasped at his back in a 
suitably patient pose.

The window frame buckled a fraction from the 
weight when she reached in with one arm and 
snatched him through the opening. He made 
no noise, for she gripped him tightly around the 
neck, lunged and tore out his larynx and net 
uploader with her teeth—taking care, of course, 
not to tear his carotid arteries. That would kill 
too quickly. She released her hold.

He tumbled over and over, blood spraying out 
in a spiral until at last he thumped into the sea. 
By then she had leapt after him, shaking open 
her new wings and flapping once, twice, before 
spearing into the water to retrieve his faintly 
struggling body.

What a waste of blood, she thought, while towing 
him to the nearest ladder. But the data transfer 
would be so much easier with him weak. She 
pressed her forehead against his and initiated 
the sequence for transfer.

Allain spent the last few seconds of his life 
struggling for breath. One futile push at her 
with his hands before his eyes rolled back in 
his head. Each spurt of blood from the hole in 

his throat grew less and less. Before it ceased 
altogether, she changed her grip, moved her 
mouth to his throat and drank.

The lifeless tapping of his hand against her leg 
failed to distract her from her thoughts.

The waves swept away his body.

The prions inside her would spread by 
biting. By now, her saliva must contain high 
concentrations of them. With her knowledge of 
the security systems it would just be a matter of 
time before she and her followers-to-be invaded 
each level. 

She considered her document of ideas, the pages 
flickering through her mind. Many hard-thought 
words, many fiery and convincing words. 
Shaken, she put her hands to her temples. Was 
this the right course to take? How could more 
killing be the answer?

An unnatural calmness settled over her. Her 
breathing slowed. Violence or words? What a 
ludicrous contest. Why was she even hesitating? 
She smiled, eyes closed, and commenced the 
irrevocable deletion. The pages of her document 
fluttered round and round and down in a 
swirling flock of paper with a black hole at the 
base swallowing each page one by one. 

Done.

Now on to better things. 
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Day of the Ficus - Wendy Van Camp

RECOVERED INTERNAL LOG – MCC-457:

“Doctor Pearson, there is a message coming in.”

“Damnit. Who the hell is still up there, 
Buttons?”

“I am MCC, your Mechanical Cultivation Cyborg. 
I do not answer to Buttons.”

“Where’s the bloody microphone?”

“Three meters to your left, and on the table, 
Doctor Pearson.”

“This is Doctor Mary Pearson of the 
Environmental Protection Agency. I thought 
everyone evacuated. Who are you, and why the 
hell are you still here?”

“Officer Roy Hayes. I helped with the evac, but I 
got cut off by... those things.”

“Don’t touch them! Repeat. Do not touch the 
plants!”

“I might not have much choice. They’re moving 
closer.”

“Where’s your location, Hayes?”

“Third floor near Forever 21. I’m trapped behind 
the display window with the manequins.”

“Stay put. We’re going to get you out of there. 
Out.”

“Doctor Pearson, I must protest. Nothing seems 
to kill Ficus Capillipes. How will we rescue 
Officer Hayes, and save the shopping centre?”

“There’s one thing we haven’t tried. I need your 
help, Buttons. I still can’t see. Damn plant and 
its protective goop went right into my eyes. I 
should’ve sent your metal hide in there instead 
of going myself.”

“I was not manufactured for that purpose, 
Doctor. I am a cultivator, not a destroyer. It is 
against my programming.”

“This is your lucky day, Buttons. Get your 
mechanical gears in motion and lead me to the 
Sports Authority! I need gear.”

“I do not answer to Buttons.”

“Get your metal butt moving.”

#

“Third floor, Doctor. We are on level flooring 
again. Ficus at three o’clock, four metres away.”

“Take that, you nasty plant!”

“Doctor, you almost flamed me with the weed 
burner. Do be careful.”

“Just lead me to Forever 21.”

“Ficus at eight thirty, five metres ahead.”

“Gotcha!”
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“You there! I have a pistol. Stand down with the 
flamethrower.”

“Officer Hayes? It is Mary Pearson. We’ve come 
to rescue you.”

“You’ve got to be kidding me.”

“Are you well, Officer?”

“My leg is crushed. Can’t walk. The city police 
contacted me. They’re going to blow up the 
shopping centre. They don’t think there’s any 
other way to contain these mutant plants.”

“What about us?”

“If we can get to the roof, a helicopter will lift us 
out. Will that weed burner get us there?”

“You bet your sweet behind it will. Buttons, 
you’re going to carry Officer Hayes and be my 
guide. We’re counting on you.”

“I do not answer to Buttons.”

“Just lift the man.”

#

“Dr. Pearson, they are ascending Officer Hayes 
into the helicopter. You are next.”

“We would’ve never gotten this far without you.”

“I am too heavy for the helicopter, Doctor 
Pearson.”

“I’m sorry. If there was any other way... ”

“I am only a machine.”

“You’re an AI. You have sentience.”

“The rope is around you, Doctor. You must go 
before they blow up the shopping centre.”

“You’re a hero, MCC.”

“Call me Buttons.”
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I had never seen one as big as this before. It 
was a writhing mass of pulsing ochre muscles. 
They contracted and extended, forming lumps 
which stretched the clear skin growing over 
them. The muscles were joined by swamp 
green veins intertwining under, and around 
the sinewy structures, pumping what I knew 
was ooze-like blood to the internal organs 
covered, and hence protected by the pulsing 
mass.

I pulled my old knife from my belt, and 
checked the sharpness yet again. This was 
the only safe space left to do that. As soon as 

I dropped down, I would need to be as quiet as 
a mouse. 

Speed was not the key to getting there, silence 
was. It was the reason I was chosen for this 
mission. If I took a blunt knife there, I would 
fail. Failing would bring all other people down 
with me.

I sheathed my knife again and sat on the 
ground. It was ravaged by the roots of the 
tree behind me, and the sap flowing from the 
tree’s gaping wounds was making the ground 
slippery, and just sticky enough to make this 

Sap and Ooze
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comfortable. I did not want to spend my last 
hour like this.

I stuck my hands in the sap and slid my body 
down the ledge, feeling the roots with my 
boots. The sap slid down my pants and flowed 
through the tears in them I could feel the sap 
sliding down my legs, slow like a snail, and 
pooling in my socks. I closed my eyes as my 
body inched lower, and my hands slid down, 
supporting most of my weight. I glanced down 
to find I was steps away from a root. I slid, 
and landed on it, bracing with my hands. I 
balanced from root to root until there were 
no more roots to step on. I let go and landed, 
suppressing my hitched breath.

I could not breathe too loudly. I could not 
move too fast. The pulsing mass was now 
above me. I looked up; noticing the way the 
weight of it was being supported by the roots 
from the other trees all around, and in some 
places the ground itself. I could sense my 
brain descending into the rabbit hole, and 
thought about how this thing grew here of all 
places. How it might have looked a few years 
back, I shook my head. I needed to find the 
centre of the mass.

My feet squelched as I stepped carefully. 
Sap pooled around my toes. I would have 
complained, if I didn’t know this was only the 
beginning.

In front of me was a pool of sap. I stepped in, 
and sank up to my calves. It would be hard, 
but I could push through it. I waded through 
the sap. The ground was rocky, making it 
hard to take a step with any kind of certainty. 
I still needed to make sure I was following the 
pulsing mass to its very centre, I lost footing 
several times. I cursed every time I made 
a noise. By the time I made it to the end, I 
was drenched in sap. I was hoping the mass 
wouldn’t try and feed now, being eaten was 
not an option.

The end of this gruelling trip came when I saw 
the pulsing mass had condensed into a small 
writhing tube and dropped into a hole. I slid 

down the ledge once more, and found myself 
in a relatively clean hole.

There was no sap around. The mouth must be 
above this level. Well, that name is misleading, 
the mouth looked more like a funnel, sucking 
in sap as nourishment. Before they discovered 
the way to stop the mass from growing larger, 
they had attempted to poison it by tossing 
things inside. An unacceptable number of 
deaths occurred. This method led to only one.

I avoided standing directly under the sparse 
sunlight streaming into the hole, to avoid my 
eyes readjusting. I could see well enough in 
the dark.

There was a thin tube of muscle flowing down 
the hole, and toward one of the dark corners. 
I approached carefully to take a closer look. It 
was encased in a clear shell, but there was no 
mistaking it. Its occasional hum gave it away. 
If the mass was a person, this would be the 
heart; the hum would be the beating.

I pulled out my knife and knelt next to it. As 
soon as I started, I would need to get it over 
with fast.

I slid the knife through the shell. The 
whole mass above me groaned, and the 
surroundings shuddered. I didn’t let myself 
panic, and finished slicing through the shell.

The inside was a pile of gooey muscle with the 
veins covering it in a net shape. I switched the 
grip on my knife and stabbed the mass, slicing 
as deep as I could. There should be nothing 
left but chunks of filleted flesh, covered in 
ooze.

The entire ground shook as the mass 
collapsed in on itself. Rocks tumbled into the 
hole, ground breaking and shaking. But, the 
hole was too small for the rocks to fall all the 
way down, they sealed the only way out. After 
a minute of silence, the hum stopped. I stood. 
The ooze was retreating into my skin, eating 
through my already flimsy clothes in the 
process. My vision was muddying. I would be 
gone soon.
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Geomagnetic Reversal
when north becomes south

protective shroud fails humanity
compass spins

Las Champ Event
parent of the dawn

survive thousand year shift
polarity change

Magnetic Zero
radiation burns me

lost birds scatter on the wind
polarity flips

Core
you never disappear

great protective magnet
Earth’s iron soul
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The Depths
Cari Silverwood

The screen door was being stubborn and 
sticking open, again. I turned in the entrance 
and jabbed it with the toe of my shoe, unwilling 
to put down the bags of groceries to free my 
hands. Balancing on one foot and swearing—
that’s when the tremor struck. The floor shook 
underfoot, the door frame swayed. A juddering, 
rumbling noise engulfed me. Outside, the trees 
and the two-storey brick and timber house 
across the way shimmered as if turning into one 
of those desert mirages.

I dropped everything, planted my door-jabbing 
foot on the floor, threw out my arms like a bad 
tight-rope walker, and swore again. Groceries 
landed with a rustling thump of plastic and cans 
on the kitchen tiles. Our terrier, Jumbo, shot 
in through the door, yelping, whacking my leg 
on the way past. Behind me my husband, Greg, 
let out an even higher-pitched yelp. The world 
quietened and stilled.

Earthquake? Except we don’t get earthquakes 
here. 

The screen door creaked and swung in, shutting 
firmly with a click. Almost as if it were teasing 
me. Bastard thing.

Greg hissed. “Need a bandaid. Damn, what was 
that?”

The groceries could wait. He stood over the open 
dishwasher, clutching one hand in the other. 
Blood welled between his fingers.

“Thing bit me,” he chuckled. “I know, don’t put 
sharp knives in point up. How was I to know the 
house was going to move?”

“Bandaids. Bandaids,” I muttered. The shock 
seemed to have rearranged my thoughts. “Wait! 
I bought some!” I knelt and rummaged through 
the bags. Ugh. Broken eggs leaked yellow yolk 
around cans of dog food and beetroot. Found 
the packet, tore it open. Dropped the bandaid 
wrappers and let them flutter to the floor. 
Thinking all the time how I’d never do that 
normally. “Here. Where’s Hailey? Where’s—” 

The distinctive sound of Hailey’s small footsteps 
galloping down the hallway answered me. Our 

daughter rocketed into the kitchen, wrapped her 
arms around Greg’s leg and grinned up at me. 
“Hello, mummy.”

I heaved a sigh of relief. “Thank God for that.”

He held up the cut hand. “It’s not that bad, 
really.” The blood had spread into the delicate 
creases on his palm, sketching out the lines of 
his life like new-inked crimson calligraphy. 

I frowned. “No, guess not.” I stuck the bandaid 
over the cut then looked into his eyes. “What in 
all the names of—”

Greg shushed me and pointed down at Hailey’s 
brown-tousled curls. 

“Oh.” Swearing was a bad habit of mine. 
“Anyway, what happened just then?”

“You’re shaking, love.” He pulled me close and 
kissed my forehead before bending to pick up 
Hailey. She snuggled into his shoulder. At eight 
years old, she was easily small enough for Greg 
to pick up and carry one armed. 

The sight of the two of them together never failed 
to give me that melting feeling. Greg was tall, 
dark and not so handsome, but the loveliest 
man I’d ever met.

“Dad? What was it?”

“That, munchkin… ” Greg began, “Was the 
earth moving itself around to get comfortable. It 
was nothing. Let’s go into the lounge room and 
watch some TV. Karen?” He started walking then 
jerked his head a little to urge me to follow.

My heart was still thudding like a drumbeat 
from a rock band. I approached the screen door 
to check the neighbourhood. Nothing. No smoke, 
no sirens. The sweet smell of roses along our 
footpath drifted in. Across the road, Connor, the 
Hansons’ teenage son, pulled into their drive in 
his banged-up utility. He did his usual Houdini 
routine and climbed out through the ute’s 
window. In the gap to the right of their house, I 
glimpsed the patchwork rooftops of the suburb 
below. A flock of crows flitted across the blue sky 
and the fretwork of thin cloud. Normal. 

In the lounge room Greg and Hailey were nestled 
on the couch watching a cartoon on the new 
plasma screen. Jumbo was with them, his chin 
on the armrest. Ears back, tail thumping the 
leather, he watched me to see if I’d order him off. 
I leaned against the wall, crossed my arms and 
breathed slowly, gathering in the calm aura they 
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seemed to radiate. Hell. Tremors were common 
in some parts of the world. Breath… slow.

The wall lurched. The floor, the lounge, the 
plasma TV, all dropped away with a bang and 
a grumble of cascading chunks of house and 
rubble. I fell and gripped the carpet with claw-
like fingers, hanging on as the carpet bucked 
and rolled under me like some maddened beast. 
“Greg! Hailey!” 

They were gone. I gasped. I screamed, and 
screamed, but couldn’t hear my voice, saw only 
dust and my bloodied fingers in the carpet.

The thunderous noise kept on, growling, 
cracking the bones of the house, swallowing. 
The annihilation of everything around me. Dust 
spewed in a thick roiling haze. My nose clogged, 
I coughed and spat dust and a spray of fine 
blood. 

The shaking stopped. The air slowly cleared.

Before me, two feet away across a slope of 
carpet, was a chasm. Beams, fractured wall 
and roof tiles lay across the hole. I coughed 
again before standing. My legs shook violently. I 
stumbled and almost fell.

“Greg! Hailey!” I screamed their names, listened 
then screamed again repeating their names over 
and over until the words came out in ragged 
whispers. I lay down and dragged myself forward 
on my belly. Hot stinking air breathed from the 
hole. Brick fragments scraped at my T-shirt and 
jeans. Something, some muffled noise, reached 
my ears from below.

“Hailey?” Terror had magnified—the chasm was 
only a two-foot-wide crevice. I peered down past 
a higgledy-piggledy structure of criss-crossed 
wires, timber beams, and pieces of plaster along 
with strangely preserved items: our bedside 
lamp, a dusty but folded towel, the side of 
the lounge and a teacup. Further down was 
blackness. “Greg?”

“Need a torch,” I muttered. Calm. Must stay 
calm. Can’t help them if I panic. I sniffled then 
scraped away tears with my arm only to have to 
gulp back more tears. 

As if to balance the bad, I found behind me the 
remains of a kitchen cupboard buried under 
rubble and inside it, a torch. The rugged Dolphin 
torch flickered on. I inched closer again and 
shone it down into the hole. Past the pieces of 
my house the hole continued. I closed my eyes 

for a moment, shaken by the depth of it and 
by the teaspoon of hope it conjured inside me. 
Could they have survived?

“Hailey?” Being small, perhaps she stood a 
greater chance. She would fit into a smaller 
space than Greg. An awful thought in its way, 
but I couldn’t stop myself hoping and running 
through every possibility. That sound again. An 
echo? Or someone replying? 

The house made cracking and hissing noises. 
Gravity wasn’t going away. Would it collapse 
completely given time or another tremor? I’d 
been listening for someone coming to help me, 
but nothing and no one, seemed to be outside. 
Past the kitchen cupboard had been a gleam of 
sunlight and a segment of sky. But the whole 
suburb, hell, the whole city, might be as bad as 
our house.

“Mrs Taylor! Is that you?” A male voice. My heart 
pounded twice and steadied. I turned and saw 
Connor half-crouching in the gap behind where 
I’d found the kitchen cupboard. His face, clothes 
and hair were shrouded in grey dust. “Thank 
God. Thank God. Holy—” He lowered his head a 
moment, closed his eyes, as he said it. “I am so 
glad—Thought I heard you yellin’.”

“Connor.” I shook my head. Tears rolled down 
my face. “Is your house—”

“Yes.” He nodded slowly. “Same as this. It’s 
awful.”

“Can you get help? Call for it? Have you a 
phone?”

“Mine and ma’s. They’re talking to each other, 
but nowhere else. Police, fire, ambulance— 
Nothin’s—” He stopped, swallowed. “Look, I 
heard my mother calling from inside the house. 
I’m going to try getting her out. Thought I’d 
better tell you first. Get you out—least that way 
if I, well, if I die in there, someone will know.” 
He looked at me. “Come this way, Mrs Taylor. 
Seems to be safe.”

“No. I’m searching too.”

I could make it out of here, crawl out through 
that gap, but not yet. I was going to try to reach 
them. Until then, I hadn’t known I had the guts 
to even contemplate it. Course, I hadn’t done it 
yet. I put my finger to my mouth and gnawed off 
a sharp piece of fingernail.

After a moment, Connor slowly nodded. “I’ll be 
back to help if I can.”
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I nodded, my neck bobbing for too long like some 
damaged doll. “Wait! Connor! A phone—can you 
throw me one? So we can talk?” He pulled one 
from a pocket and tossed it my way before he 
wriggled around and carefully returned to the 
outside world. “Luck, Connor,” I whispered. I 
dusted off the mobile. The charge was good and 
the signal at five bars. I punched in the number 
for the cops. Nothing. Not even a ring tone. 
“Damn.” 

I shifted rubble and found a length of cord then 
tied the torch to my belt in case I dropped it. 
Being stuck down there, even a few yards down, 
without light… I shuddered. 

There, on the edge of the black hole, vertigo 
gripped me like a malevolent hand. I swayed. My 
head seemed disconnected, as if filled with air, 
awareness inflating and shrinking and my legs 
clumsy logs. If I tripped… 

Heights always did that to me. 

Concentrate! Think of details! Nothing else. They 
need me. 

Like a gigantic tongue, a strip of torn carpet 
dangled into the hole. Using that as support, 
and testing each place where I rested my feet, I 
climbed down. Three feet down, four… below eye 
level. I stopped, shifted the torch in my hand. 
Some hand-sized rubble slid and poured over 
the lip. The pieces rattled as they bounced off 
things further down until it grew quiet again. 

Lower down the torchlight reflected off a miasma 
of dust. The floating particles sparkling like 
miniscule diamante. I played the beam across 
the dust. This couldn’t go on forever, could 
it? Was this some freak underground cavern 
revealed by the quake? 

The sides of the crevice changed as it deepened. 
First the concrete foundations, then freshly 
sheared red and cream rock, then it changed 
again. My feet rested on black rock with a 
smooth water-worn look to it.

Pale blue light swelled into being on the left side 
of the dust miasma. 

“What is that?” I whispered. “Greg! Hailey!” 
Voices! I could hear voices! “Greg!” No one 
seemed to reply to me, although the murmuring 
continued. 

I eyed the rocks below, planning a route, places 
I could put my feet. Thank heavens, I had gym 
shoes on. The dust might be the worst of it. 

But as I descended—slowly, painfully, like some 
sort of geriatric mountain climber—the dust 
sank away and by the time I reached where 
the top of the cloud had been, it had vanished 
altogether. The voices were louder. In the 
torchlight, the rocks showed a strange gleam as 
something below flickered with blue light. A tuft 
of brown caught my eye. I eyed it a while, afraid 
it might be a hunk of hair. The gap here was 
crescent-shaped and barely wide enough for my 
body—a foot and a half wide by four foot long—if 
it narrowed further.

And how could Greg and Hailey have gotten past 
this point? As I manoeuvred myself, so I could 
reach the brown tuft, my thoughts rampaged 
through my head. Unless the quake had pushed 
the land back together after they fell past, what 
natural phenomenon produced a blue light? 
Fungi? Glow worms?

If I braced my feet just there, if I crouched, 
stretched my arm down. Couldn’t see it. Had to 
use touch. My fingers brushed something soft. 
Got it. Heavier than I thought it would be, and 
larger. I pulled. It dragged and caught against 
the rock in a few places.

Curious, I held it before my eyes and directed 
the torch at it from below. The light sifted 
through a rugged brown landscape, gleamed 
on polished amber eyes. A teddy bear! I 
remembered. I clutched it to my face, inhaling. 
Imagining I smelt Hailey. It had been on the 
lounge next to her. Hope flared. It didn’t matter 
how. Didn’t matter at all. If they were here, they 
were here. Frantically, I wriggled about until 
I could see past the narrow point. Then, back 
straining as my head swung below the rest of my 
body, I lowered my face and looked.

Below me the crevice widened and to the left side 
it continued down in broad ledges which were 
almost steps. At the bottom was the source of 
the blue light. I stared, unable to decipher what 
I saw and heard. 

My mind focused. Fine details: bevelled edges, 
black plastic. The little creatures of inexplicable 
fear scattered gibbering through my mind. The 
things that woke you in the dead and silent 
hours of the night. That made you sweat on 
your pillow and sit up bolt upright with your 
heartbeat thudding loud enough to make your 
chest move.

Why the fear struck, I didn’t. Perhaps it was 
the cramping closeness of the rock all around 
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me, the alien glow of the light or the muttering 
voices… 

I panicked, I thrust myself upright, feet finding 
places, scrambling upwards, knocking elbows, 
scraping skin, sucking air in and out so fast it 
choked me. I kept on scrambling—out of the 
hole, through the destroyed kitchen. Outside. 
Night time. Stars wheeled around me and I fell 
to my knees on the grass gasping.

I needed to find someone real. Evidence I wasn’t 
inside a nightmare or spaced out on drugs in 
some hospital. Words would do that. Connor. 

I staggered across the road and past his utility. 
There, I stopped and looked about me. All along 
the street the houses were gone. Flattened. A fire 
poured into the sky from three places and not a 
single house had been spared. 

“Connor!” No reply. I ran around the perimeter 
of the pile of crumpled brick and timber that 
had been a human dwelling, a family home, and 
found no way in. 

I smelled the smoke before I saw it. From their 
back yard, the entire city was laid out below me. 
Hands on knees, chest heaving, I beheld the new 
face of my city—fire and smoke and devastation 
from horizon to horizon. 

There was no help for me there.

“Right.” My own voice would be the centre of my 
universe. I stamped my foot on the real ground. 
Bit my lip, felt pain and tasted blood. I was real. 
This was real, no matter how awful. What I’d 
seen down in the crevice had to be something 
real too. I drew a shuddering breath. Had to be. 
Some sort of residual glow. 

“I have to go back and check. Can’t leave 
anything to chance.” I wiped my dribbling nose, 
my eyes. “If they’re alive—and they might be—I 
can’t let myself be scared by dreamed-up fears. 
Right.”

I marched back to my house, through my bomb-
wreck kitchen and climbed down the crevice. No 
fuss. I was getting this done. Got to the narrow 
part, climbed past and down to the lowest ledge. 
Though a sense of almost-panic hovered at the 
back of my mind, this time I would not be too 
quick to judge. 

I lifted my head, turned, looked. And knew 
exactly what the glowing thing was: a phone. I 
chuckled. Not exactly a normal thing to do. But 
nothing was normal right then.  

I turned slowly, torch radiating light, revealing. 
This space was bigger than I’d thought. A few 
pieces of debris had made it this far. In a far 
corner the light gleamed off something light in 
colour. I frowned. Then my eyes widened. Held 
the light steady. Had it moved?

“Hailey?” I barely heard the word I spoke. Then 
louder: “Hailey?” A hand? Could it be a hand? 

“Mummy!”

“Hailey! I’m here!” Couldn’t afford to fall down 
some unseen crevice. Torn between lighting my 
way and keeping the torch on Hailey’s hand, I 
picked my way across. The phone in my pocket 
rang. I tapped the button automatically. 

“Mrs Taylor? Are you okay? Mrs Taylor! Don’t go 
down the hole. Don’t!” Connor sobbed.

What? I clamped it to my ear. Still counting the 
steps. Three yards maybe and I’d be there.

“Mummy! Please! Help me!” Her hand twitched.

The fear in her voice… I hopped and jumped 
across a meandering crack. Flailed about. 
Banged my knee on rock. 

“I’ve got you darling. I’m here!” 

“Mrs Taylor!”

The torch went out. The earth rumbled and 
moved, shifting its geological core. I braced 
myself with hands and knees to the floor of the 
cavern, riding the earthquake. The crescendo 
abated until there were only residual grinding 
and crackling noises. All was black. My 
heartbeat thumping at my temples, I frantically 
groped around, then I found her hand. Warm, 
the pulse at the wrist beating strongly. 

“I’m here, darling.”

With my other hand I felt about me, still 
clutching the phone, finding smooth solid rock 
to the left, to the right, and I extended my hand 
out in front. More rock. Trembling, I reached up. 
Rock. I bowed my head and rested my forehead 
on the back of my hand. The voice from the 
phone persisted. I put it to my ear. Tried to 
compose myself before I spoke.

“Connor,” I said, my voice cracking. “I’m trapped 
down here. Please get help.”

The phone was silent a moment. “I can’t.” I 
heard him swallow. “Look at the phone.”
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It bleeped as the photos and the texts came in. 
Ten, fifteen, thirty. I went through them all, one 
by one. Snapshots of faces, weary and dirty, and 
behind each of them the corrugated shadows 
of rock. The messages: “HLP ME.” “PLZ GET 
HELP.” “SOS.” And innumerable versions of the 
same.

After the messages blurred under tears, I gave 
up and curled into a ball, though still I held 
Hailey’s hand, murmuring the comforting 

sounds a mother makes to her child when all is 
lost except the ability to let them know that you 
love them and they are not alone. 

I huddled there in a foetal position, hiding my 
head against my knees. Rocks all around us. 
The earth had dragged us into its black and 
awful womb. 

Ends.
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many others who survived would have died. Who 
can say which outcome would be better?

The farther back you go, the more impact you 
can have. You will have heard of the theory 
that if you go back far enough and accidently 
kill a single insect or animal then the whole of 
evolution might unravel and humankind never 
exist. Poppycock! How about killing Adam or 
Eve? What about preventing Noah building 
his Ark? More fictional poppycock! However, if 
you were to eliminate a single person who lived 
forty generations ago, they might have tens of 
thousands of descendants alive today who could 
no longer exist. One or two of them might have 
made enormous contributions to humankind 
that would not have occurred. You might even 
be a descendent yourself; how would you know? 
That would be the thirty-eight times-great 
grandfather paradox. Isn’t it just as well that 
Time protects itself; well almost all of the time?

I was thirty-five, when I carved my name on 
my tree, exactly one hundred years after my 
death. Was that carving already on the tree, one 
hundred years earlier, on the day that I died? 
Does that question give you a headache? Time 
travel has a way of making your head ache.

My oak tree is a fixed point in space. It can’t 
grow legs and move. Until it died, it always 
occupied that point in space. I planted the acorn 
it grew from. I cut it down nine hundred years 
later and I cried as I burned the leaves. I was 
fifty when I cut it down. I was seventy when I 
made the last carving. Was that last carving on 
the tree when I cut it down twenty years earlier? 
Do you need an aspirin?

Everyone has a unique timeline. I have; you 
have; my oak tree had. Sometimes our timelines 
meet or cross. We inhabit the same place in 
space at the same moment in time. The present 
is just a point on a straight line between the 
past and the future.

My oak tree had a long but simple timeline. It 
existed for nine hundred years. Each year it got 
bigger as it added a ring of growth. You could 
track its timeline from those rings. You could 
work out when I carved the tree from the rings 
that I’d damaged. The tree had a simple, fixed 
timeline. The carvings that it had received when 
it was younger must have been present when I 
cut it down.

My own timeline is much more complicated, 
but it is continuous. I cannot go back along my 

The Selfish Time Traveller

I planted the tree on the day I was born. I say 
‘tree,’ but it was just an acorn then. I knew it 
would grow. I carved my name on the tree on the 
day that I died, and added to the other carvings 
from over the years. That oak tree is the only 
constant in my life. It adds a tree ring every 
year, marking the steady passage of linear time.

What would you do if you were given the ability 
to travel through time? I have asked many 
people this question over the years. There 
are two main types of people—observers and 
meddlers. The observers would go back and 
watch events unfold. The meddlers would go 
back and try to change them. An observer would 
watch JFK’s assassination; a meddler would 
be on the grassy knoll trying to prevent it. An 
observer would study the Third Reich to better 
understand Hitler; a meddler would try to kill 
Hitler while he was still a child. Which are you?

Of course, two types is overly simplistic. If you 
are a psychopath, you would behave like some 
demonic Time Lord trying to control all of Time 
to meet your perceived destiny, but you’d still be 
a meddler. If you are a zealot, you would try to 
find your faith object and observe him—funny 
how it’s always a male—perhaps interacting with 
him, always trying to learn and build on your 
faith, but you’d essentially be an observer. If you 
were a psychopathic zealot, you would kill your 
faith object when you realised he didn’t meet 
your expectations, or yourself when you realised 
he’d never existed.

Perhaps it is for the best that time travel is 
limited to a very few of us who have the correct 
genetic make-up. Otherwise, Time would be a 
Spaghetti Junction of ever-changing timelines, 
manipulated by time travellers for their own 
ends, and Time itself would end in absolute 
Chaos.

Many meddlers would begin with the best of 
intentions. Killing Hitler would prevent the 
deaths of millions of people, they think. It’s 
unlikely. Time is very resilient. I don’t want 
you to think that we are all just subject to fate 
and have no control over our destiny, but the 
fundamentals of a timeline are fixed. If Hitler 
had not lived, some other catastrophe would 
have befallen the world. The Balance has to be 
maintained. Many would have been saved. But 
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own timeline, even though I can be in the same 
place multiple times. Putting aside arguments 
about conception for the moment, I was twenty-
five when I was present at my birth. My timeline 
began at my birth and twenty-five years later 
that line arrived back at the same point in space 
and time. The time traveller’s timeline is not 
straight, but curved, rather like spacetime itself. 
There is always a danger when an individual 
meets himself. Time does not like paradoxes. 
You have to be careful. I could, for example, at 
age thirty-five have gone back to observe my 
twenty-five year-old self, observing my birth. 
That would have been tempting fate.

Even though I was older in age when I last 
carved my name on the tree than when I 
chopped the tree down, that carving was present 
then. I read it and knew that in twenty years’ 
time in my future, I would revisit my tree’s past 
and honour its life once again.

Forgive me for lecturing you. I felt the need for 
you to understand the fundamentals of time, 
before I tell you my story. I had a great teacher 
and mentor. He had many names; Jhamed 
al Suraqi and Jamie Surak were the ones he 
used most often. He was a funny looking chap; 
short and squat with uncontrollable black curly 
hair that he always tried to stuff into a broad-
brimmed hat with a white feather. His nose was 
so beaky that it made him look like an eagle. 
His haughty and arrogant appearance belied the 
kindest human being that I have ever met.

Jamie taught me that a timeline’s history is set 
in stone, just like an individual’s is. You cannot 
change the past. The best you can achieve, by 
delivering Time a paradox that it can’t accept, 
is to create a new dimension of the multiverse 
where the altered state now exists. Your own 
timeline and the original dimension’s timeline 
continue unchanged. Whether you exist in the 
new timeline with an altered future depends on 
the paradox you unleashed. If you did kill your 
grandfather then you won’t exist in that new 
dimension.

If thousands of people have travelled back in 
time and killed Hitler, then there are thousands 
of new dimensions where Hitler didn’t come to 
power. Each of those dimensions has slightly 
different futures, depending on when and how 
the murder happened. Sadly, Hitler’s evil can 
never be undone in our timeline.

So, when the opportunity to travel in time was 
given to me, I had no illusions of fixing history 

and saving the world from evil. I became both an 
observer and a meddler, but only in my own life. 
I am a selfish time traveller and this is my story.

#

“If I were to give you the opportunity to go back 
in time, where would you go?” Jamie asked.

It was a question I had thought long and hard 
about. I was worried that Jamie would think 
it too selfish. “I am an orphan. My mother 
died giving birth to me. My father had already 
disappeared from the scene. I would like to 
go back about a year before my birth and live 
quietly nearby. I would like to find out about my 
parents, understand why my father left, perhaps 
get to know them… ” My words tailed off; they 
sounded so self-serving. I was sure Jamie would 
laugh at them.

I was shocked. Jamie had tears in his eyes. I 
knew he wasn’t crying about my story. I was 
sure it wasn’t about his own past either.

“Such a reason has been the basis for a cosmic 
event before. One never knows the implications 
that time travel might have. Even the most 
innocent reasons can sometimes turn out 
to have unforeseen outcomes. Time travel 
is a risky business. I will be responsible for 
whatever happens. Yet you have the genetic gift; 
that cannot be gainsaid. Your reason sounds 
appropriate to me. I approve.”

#

“You are as pale as a ghost,” Jamie said, “What’s 
happened?”

“How long have I been gone?” I asked, gasping 
for breath.

“No more than a few minutes,” Jamie said, “How 
long did you stay?”

“Jamie, something terrible has happened. I 
should never have gone back. You must tell me 
what to do.”

Jamie stood up. “I will make us a strong cup of 
tea,” he said, “And then you will tell me exactly 
what happened.”

Jamie was calm and patient. The strong, sweet 
tea had a calming effect too and I began to 
regain my composure. Hesitantly, at first, and 
with great trepidation I told Jamie what had 
happened in the past.
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Despite my self-loathing, I picked up on Jamie’s 
strange use of the reflexive pronoun. “What do 
you mean, itselves?”

“That’s a long story, for another day. Today, we 
need to work out what to do with you.”

“But, I have disrupted history,” I said plaintively.

“Not at all. You have fulfilled history. This was 
always going to happen. It was meant to happen. 
Why do you think there is no record of your 
father? You have just played the part you were 
always meant to.” 

Jamie’s words began to console me. Eventually, 
it all made sense. That, in itself, should have 
made me worry.

#

My oak tree produced a single acorn in its 
twenty-fifth year. It was the first of very many 
over its lifetime. I collected that acorn and took 
it back with me to witness my birth. Yes, I 
knew that the acorn would grow. My tree was 
inexorably linked to me. It was as paradoxical as 
I am. It will be as paradoxical as I was. It is as 
paradoxical as I will be.

My oak tree produced a single acorn in its nine-
hundredth year. It was the last of very many 
over its lifetime. I collected that acorn and took 
it back with me to witness my killing myself. I 
planted the acorn and killed my younger self 
before I could impregnate my mother. I should 
have ceased to be. Time dislikes paradoxes; 
Jamie taught me that. Time created another 
dimension where I didn’t exist but my oak tree 
did. Time held me captive in that place until the 
older me met my mother and fate had run its 
course. 

“Is it murder or suicide?” Jamie wondered 
when I finally told him what I’d done. “You 
could keep doing it; an endless loop of killing 
and procreation until you are too old to create 
yourself. What do you think Time would do 
then?”

“I wouldn’t want to tempt fate,” I replied.

“Very wise,” Jamie said. “It’s remarkable 
that you haven’t changed. I think that’s very 
significant.”

“What do you mean?”

“Well, after you killed your younger self, you 
fathered yourself again. A different sperm 

“My plan to enrol in the same class at university 
as my mother worked perfectly. We met on the 
first day of classes.” I felt myself flushing at the 
memory. Jamie sat perfectly still, an ambivalent 
expression on his face, and said nothing. “I don’t 
know how to put this. It’s all very embarrassing.” 
I paused again, but Jamie was unmoved. “I 
knew she was my mother. I knew she would be 
my mother. I know she is my mother. I don’t 
know whether I’m coming or going, but you 
understand what I mean. She is my mother. She 
is half of me.” I was almost pleading. Jamie may 
have nodded, but it was barely perceptible. 

I closed my eyes. “I knew she was my mother, 
but I couldn’t help myself. She felt the same 
way. It was like the greatest love ever; love at 
first sight. Before either of us knew it we were in 
bed together. It wasn’t her fault. How could she 
have known? It’s all my fault.” I partly opened 
one eye. I was waiting for Jamie’s rant. Instead 
he was smiling.

“It’s not at all unusual between close relatives 
who meet for the first time as adults. It’s 
called genetic sexual attraction and is well-
documented. Don’t worry about it.”

“But there’s more. It gets much worse.” The 
tears were streaming down my face. I felt that 
I deserved to die. I wanted to kill myself at that 
moment. Or better, Jamie to put me out of my 
misery.

Jamie jumped up and clapped his hands. He 
was laughing. He put his stubby arms around 
me and gave me a long hug. “You are priceless. I 
knew that you were special, but I never realised 
how special. You must have an important role 
to play. By The Balance, you have surprised me 
and it’s a long time since I have been surprised.” 
He laughed long and loud.

I was nonplussed. This was the last response I 
had expected. I had never heard the expression, 
‘By The Balance,’ before but I sensed that it held 
some importance to me. “But, I haven’t told you 
the rest of the story,” I mumbled.

“You don’t need to,” Jamie said. “You got your 
mother pregnant. When she told you, you 
panicked and came back here. You are worried 
because you are your own father.”

I hung my head in shame.

“I love it. This is a wonderful paradox. It explains 
your unique genetics. Time itselves must be 
laughing,” Jamie said.
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created you. There’s no way that you could be 
identical to your original self.”

“Unless Time intervened,” I said.

“Exactly,” Jamie said. “It’s time you forgot about 
where you came from and start focussing on the 
next important job.”

“Which is what?” I was bemused.

“To look after your young-self. Get him through 
the ordeals of childhood and adolescence so 
that he can get to the point where he can father 
himself. It’s clear to me that Time requires you 
to do that.”

Nothing was clear to me, least of all Time. “You 
talk about Time as if it’s a person,” I said.

Jamie nodded but said nothing.

#

So began a period of my life that I describe as 
my guardian angel period. I met with Jamie 
on a regular basis and reported on events. He 
rarely said anything of substance, but always 
sent me on my next trip. It was uncanny, in 
fact impossible under the laws of probability. 
Each time I showed up, I was able to contribute 
something to keeping my young-self alive, well, 
and on the straight and narrow. Each time, 
the event would crystallise in my own memory, 
although I never knew who the stranger was who 
helped me. I stopped myself being run over by a 
bus. I avoided a robbery that turned violent and 
everyone present died. I stopped myself being 
tempted to shop-lift. And on it went.

One day, I attended my own funeral. I carved on 
my tree.

“Is the date of my death fixed?” I asked Jamie.

“Under the normal course of events, no,” Jamie 
said. “But in your case, I suspect that it is. You 
must have heard of the theory that some events 
are fixed points in time and space?”

I had vaguely heard about it and nodded.

“I believe your birth and death are two of those 
points,” Jamie said.

Fixed points in time and space were for 
important events, like the Sundering. How could 
my birth and death be so important?

“There were very few people at my funeral. It 
was like I had no family and friends. You weren’t 
even there. My life meant nothing.”

“I visited the parallel dimension you created. I 
went to see your tree,” Jamie said.

That broke my self-pity. “What did you find?”

“A blackened stump,” Jamie said. “The Earth 
has wiped itself out in a horrendous nuclear 
conflict.”

“How? Why?” I was shocked.

“There are very few differences between that 
dimension and this one. The key difference is 
that you don’t exist there.”

“You mean… ?”

“I mean that you are important. This dimension 
is important. Do you understand?”

I nodded, although I understood nothing.

“It’s time that we moved on to the next stage of 
your adventure,” Jamie said with a grin. “I have 
been getting bored. Now it’s time for some fun. 
You and I are going to travel together.”

“Where are we going?”

“I have no idea, but I know a man who does.” 
Jamie laughed and there was a twinkle in his 
eye I had not seen before.

“Who’s that?”

“He is one of the Fifty-Two. His given name is 
Destiny. He’s my father and I call him Fate.”

“Do you always talk in riddles?” I asked.

“Do you always ask questions?” Jamie 
responded.

I shook my head and said nothing. Jamie 
muttered something. I didn’t quite catch it and I 
could be wrong, but it sounded very much like, 
‘My Hero!’

#

I know that you might be wondering and it was 
remiss of me not to tell you before. My name is 
Alexander Redhead.

This story is set in the FirstWorld multiverse of 
Christopher Jackson-Ash. If Time can be trusted 
it occurs after the events of The FirstWorld Saga. 
The four books that comprise the FirstWorld 
Saga can be found at http://firstworld.info/ 
or at the usual e-book sellers. The web site 
also includes Kris the Bard’s blog and lots of 
free stuff to download, including Quest for 
Knowledge, Volume 1 of the FirstWorld Saga.

http://firstworld.info/
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Chapter 24
Bristol. Several weeks later
The old steam-driven Airship Arabella had been 
crossing the night skies of Bristol once a week 
for more than twenty years. The elderly craft was 
part of the landscape, long familiar and at first 
ignored by all who saw or heard her tonight. 
The light from the half moon mixed with the gas 
streetlights to cast a faint glow on the elderly 
craft. The balloon was the shape of a fat cigar, 
its outer envelope a quilt of old patches and 
repairs. Her length was at least 250 feet, her 
width some sixty feet and from the bottom of the 
gondola to the top of the envelope about seventy-
five feet. 
The gondola, stained red with ancient rust and 
just a hint of long-forgotten paint, was slung 
underneath and more toward the nose. The 
forward half of the gondola was narrow, no 
more than twelve feet wide, set with windows 
to the front and sides. Behind the bridge and 
cabins the gondola widened to twice the width; 
this was the cargo bay situated directly below 
the very middle of the balloon. At the back was 

a squared section, some ten by ten feet, no 
more than a wooden box housing the chugging 
steamplant that powered the pair of slowly 
turning propellers mounted just behind the 
cargo section.
A large craft by water vessel standards but fairly 
small for the passenger or cargo airship. Not the 
fastest, nor the most agile, certainly not new and 
not in the best of conditions. She looked like an 
elderly worn out airship barely still flying, which 
was exactly what she was.
Heads turned skyward as the familiar beat of 
the old steam engine drifted overhead. At her 
forward window the shadow of her captain 
could be seen. His high peeked cap and narrow 
shoulders made him instantly recognisable even 
in the night, Llit from behind by a pale glow that 
seemed to shine from inside the cabin.
A pair of horses pulling a low wagon loaded with 
barrels stopped in the middle of the road. Both 
horses refused to move despite the whip of the 
reins or the harsh curses of the driver; then the 
driver’s words died on his lips as he noticed that 
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both horses were looking up into the night sky 
and he tilted his head just in time to see the 
shadow of the Arabella drift past above him.
She wasn’t showing any running lights, even 
her port and starboard lamps were out, only 
a strange greenish glow that was coming from 
behind the captain.
A big old tom cat sitting on the wall behind 
the market watched the last of the day traders 
packing up. It had been dark for over an hour 
now but thanks to a handful of gas lamps 
spread around the square there was enough 
light for a few traders to continue looking for 
customers—times were hard, customers were 
few and far between so merchants kept their 
stalls running as long as they could. One in 
particular was cleaning out old meat and fish 
that he could no longer sell; he knew the cat 
was waiting for its weekly feast. Then he heard 
the cat suddenly hiss, a loud, harsh sound that 
startled him in the otherwise silent evening. 
Glancing up he saw the cat staring at something 
in the night sky, then the cat jumped off the 
wall and fled across the market square at great 
speed. The merchant looked up to see what had 
scared it and saw the pale green glow drifting 
towards him in the night sky.

#
Silent apart from the steady thrum of her steam 
engine she floated gently along. As she drifted 
overhead, the calls of the night creatures became 
silent, birds, insects, every creature stopped its 
call as if listening to the sound of that engine.
A dog began to bark, but not the normal bark 
that was a common sound in this part of the city 
where so many kept dogs to guard their homes 
and shops. No, this was half way between a 
yelp and a snarl, it ripped across the air like a 
challenge to an enemy, or a call to something to 
be feared. Another dog joined in, then the third.
Others came out to investigate the strange noise 
the dogs were making and found every animal 
staring into the sky, men and women looked up 
to see what was of such concern to the dogs and 
saw the shape of the airship above. Nothing to 
worry about, it was just the old airship on its 
regular flight.
But then someone remembered that the Arabella 
had crashed not a week ago, lost with all her 
crew dead in the wreckage or so the reports had 
said. As she flew overhead at a fast walking pace 
arguments began in the streets below her. 

“She crashed.” 
“No, she was just damaged.”  
“I heard she had burned to ash.”  
“No it was just minor damage.”
Then the truth surfaced. There is always 
someone who speaks it, because they knew it 
to be true, they had seen it or a good friend of a 
relative had seen it but it was true. The Arabella 
had been destroyed in a crash.
Some in the crowd began to follow her as she 
drifted past, a few others muttered amongst 
themselves about this and that until that word 
was spoken.
A few heard it and repeated it; others laughed 
and mocked then fell silent as they considered 
the word. They looked at the craft as she drifted 
above them, looked at the silhouette of the 
captain, so still he was. Looked at the glow 
behind him, what lamp produced such a green 
glow.
Then a few spoke the word more loudly and 
suddenly everyone was speaking it and a crowd 
was running to catch up with the Airship. The 
mob ran to try and keep up with the ship, 
shouting to each other as they did so. Others 
saw them or heard them, they heard the word, 
and joined the crowd. The level of noise grew 
and the people ran past one street and then the 
next as they followed the shape in the sky above 
them, chanting the word.
The loud shouting mob attracted the attention of 
one young constable who was on his first week 
of night patrols alone and really didn’t want to 
deal with a riot. Of course once he heard the 
word, a riot was the last thing he was worried 
about. 

#
Obadiah Henry Peck had been a sergeant in Her 
Most Britannic Majesty’s Bristol Constabulary 
for twelve years and a common copper for eight 
before that. He had seen everything—murder, 
kidnapping, mugging, African cultists, demons, 
smugglers, what was very definitely not a 
werewolf, thieves and even that outbreak of huge 
rats in the sewers by the old docks.
But when young constable Lankam threw open 
the door to the sergeant’s office and burst in 
shouting about a ghost, Peck almost spilt his tea 
in surprise.
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Giving the youngster his second best glare 
Peck told him to calm down and start from the 
beginning. The young constable was breathing 
hard but managed to stutter his story.
There was a ghost flying over the city.
Ghost or not, the prospect of a mob running riot 
was something to be avoided so Peck grabbed 
his truncheon and helmet and headed for the 
door, pausing just before he left to pick up his 
other truncheon. His lucky one—the club he had 
taken from the dead hand of the leader of those 
African cultists. The heavy ironwood club had 
done sterling service over the years, against the 
sort of things that a traditional police billy club 
wouldn’t hurt. Peck took it with him whenever 
one of the special cases came along, lately that 
meant far too often. 
On his way out of the station he ordered the few 
constables wasting time in the canteen to follow 
him and together they were led by Constable 
Lankam as they jogged across the dark streets 
towards the shouting and the mob.
Just before the constables reached the mob, 
Arabella passed overhead and some sense of 
wrongness had Sergeant Peck reaching for his 
lucky truncheon before he had time to even 
think about it. He set off in pursuit and the 
other constables followed him.
Led by Sergeant Peck, the handful of constables 
and the ever growing crowd ran after the 
Arabella as she drifted overhead, word was 
spreading rapidly through the area and more 
and more people came out to watch the ghost or 
to follow her.

#
Running along the streets parallel to her flight 
the crowd followed the officers of the law along 
the rows of terraced streets.
Sergeant Peck had been watching the Arabella 
as it flew and that feeling that something was 
wrong had not faded. As he zig-zagged back and 
forth along the streets and connecting alleys, 
he caught glimpses of the gondola and the 
captain, and the glow. Most especially that glow. 
It could be a coloured filter; it could be a gas 
lamp burning something odd. There could be a 
perfectly natural reason why the cabin was lit by 
that unwavering pale green glow. There could be 
a perfectly normal reason why the captain was 
not moving, had not moved an inch since ship 
had first been seen.

Then again Peck had seen enough cases 
where there was no such natural or normal 
explanation.
As he ran to try and keep up with the airship, 
Peck kept a careful eye on the Arabella’s speed 
and heading. He judged the airship was slowly 
descending across the city and realised it was 
going to come down at the old park that served 
as the city’s landing field for airships and other 
such crafts. 
They ran on, down one street, cutting across an 
alley and into the next street in time to see the 
craft drift overhead. Then they reached the last 
row of houses before the landing field, but there 
were no alleys to cut through the long row of 
buildings between the crowd and the field; the 
airship would fly over but they would have to go 
round.

#
Slowing and coming lower and lower the Arabella 
was barely fifty feet in the air and travelling at 
no more than a walking pace as she passed just 
above the chimneys of that last street.
The airship flew over that long line of houses 
and descended towards the air field and loading 
dock beyond.  The crowd were forced to run to 
the end of the street before they could follow 
her and they lost sight of her as the buildings 
blocked their way.
Breaking into as fast a run as they could 
manage, the crowd surged up the street; they 
were followed by shouts and questions coming 
from most of the upper windows as locals 
preparing for bed found a riot in their street.
As they ran around the end of the houses and 
came out into the open expanse of the landing 
field the crowd, by now several hundred strong, 
saw—
Nothing.
The Arabella was gone, the field was dark and 
empty for as far as the eye could see. The vast 
airship could not have sped up enough to be out 
of sight and there was nothing here that could 
have hidden her. She had vanished into the 
darkness.
The open area between the warehouses and 
the office building with the big maintenance 
bay on one end looked deserted. No lights were 
on, every door was shut tight, there was no 
movement other than the mob slowly wandering 
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around on the grass as they realised the field 
was empty.
The crowd milled around for a while, then slowly 
broke apart as individuals wandered off, to bed 
or to the closest source of a pint. No one could 
understand what they had seen and now that 
the Arabella was gone again they suddenly felt 
foolish talking about ghosts.
Sergeant Peck picked two of the constables 
that had annoyed him the most recently and 
left them to keep an eye on the field, in case 
anything else happened, then led the rest back 
to the station.
As they walked back Peck listened to the 
remaining constables gossiping, several of 
them had heard something about the airship, 
the Arabella. The gossip was that it had been 
destroyed last week, crashed on landing.
Peck spoke loudly enough to be heard by the 
constables but not by the few people also about 
the streets at that time of night.
“Crashed you say, whereabouts was that then?”
The older copper who had been talking glanced 
at the other constables then looked at the 
sergeant. “Don’t know for sure sarge, just what 
I heard. But if it was landing I reckon it would 
have been at the landing field. Ruddy hell, that’s 
where we lost it. ‘Ere sarge, you reckon that was 
a real ghost, doin’ its last flight again or somat?”
Peck sighed quietly. “I heard it and I never heard 
of a ghost make a noise, have you?”
One of the youngest constables spoke up. “Apart 
from the groans and the clanking chains.” 
He started to laugh then caught the look on 
sergeant Peck’s face and shut up.
The rest of the walk back to the station was 
done in silence and once they had reached it, 
Peck sent the constables off to do something 
useful while he went into the sergeant’s office for 
another cup of tea and a long think.
He knew nothing about ghosts but something 
was wrong here. Nothing to do tonight but 
tomorrow he would do some old-fashioned 
policing, asking questions. If that didn’t work, 
there was always the really old-fashioned 
policing but apart from that outbreak of alleged 
giant rats the newly promoted Chief Constable 
got very nervous if he did that sort of thing. It 
might make the papers.
Shame he couldn’t simply report it to Inspector 
Thorn and get him involved, this had the marks 

of being one of those cases. But the inspector 
was maybe on medical leave, maybe retired for 
good, no one seemed to know for sure. So it was 
one sergeant Obadiah Peck to sort things and 
maybe save the city yet again.
Besides, if he didn’t look into it and it came to 
anything, it would be assigned to him anyway, 
being that he and the inspector were at the top 
of a very short list to take on the weird cases. A 
very short list indeed, just two names as far as 
the sergeant knew and one of those was maybe 
retired.
No rest for the wicked or them as was trying to 
catch the wicked. Sergeant Peck finished his tea 
and went out to walk the town for a bit, a bit of 
fresh air might help. His walk took the rest of 
the night and it was dawn before he realised it. 
With the end of his shift he went home to sleep; 
he would look into the night’s strange goings on 
when he woke.
Chapter 25
Late that afternoon Sergeant Peck went straight 
to the landing field and spent some time talking 
to the ground crew and various types that were 
hanging around. Even the old airship spotter by 
the fence answered a few questions. Most had 
not seen the crash the previous week, overnight 
the air field had only a few men on duty. But 
most were there the following day, they saw the 
wreckage spread across the field. They saw the 
huge patch of burnt grass where the hydrogen 
had caught fire.
Everyone said the same things. There was not a 
single discrepancy in all the witnesses, nothing 
that stood out. It really did seem as if the air 
ship had crashed last week. Only one person 
left to talk to after that, one of the men who had 
been on site when the crash had happened, the 
manager.
Barnaby H. Hensworth had run the Airship 
docks and landing field for donkey’s years; as 
a young man he had been the engine lackey on 
one of the big ships on a regular run down to 
Paris and he still had the oil stains on his huge 
gnarled hands. He sat at his battered old desk in 
one of the officers in the dock building. Behind 
him a set of windows gave a clear view across 
the field and the marked landing areas with 
their anchor towers and into the open fronts 
of the loading bays and warehouses. He had a 
pencil in one hand and a battered tin mug in 
the other and was peering intently at scattered 
papers on his desk. When the Sergeant knocked, 
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he shouted “Come in” without even looking then 
glanced up as the Sergeant spoke. 
“Mind if I ask you a few questions about the 
airship Arabella, Mr. Hensworth?”
He stood up as the Sergeant came in, gesturing 
to a wooden chair in front of his desk then sat 
again as the Sergeant asked about the crash of 
the Arabella.
“Aye, I was here when the Arabella came in, we 
had storms that morning and delayed shipments 
arriving and departing, it was gone dark by the 
time we finished moving everything around and 
I had a pile of paperwork to sort. So I was here 
when she came in. 
“She was bringing in cargo, small load paid for 
by a special customer, a straight flight down 
from Manchester, no stops. Just the one item, 
no passengers so just the three crew on board. 
That was her last flight, a week ago today. She 
was expected and all, no bad weather that night 
that we had heard of.”
He paused to take a slow sip of his cooling tea.
“I was here, at my desk just like today. It was 
all the shouting what told me something was 
wrong. I stood at my window, right here, and 
saw the Arabella coming in. It was like she was 
on fire but there were no flames, just this pale 
green glow that seemed to be everywhere around 
her.
“I would swear in church I saw her captain 
standing there in her front window, no mistaking 
that thin coat rack of a man with that great tall 
captain’s hat he always wore. He just stood there 
like he always did, barely moving but with that 
green glow all around him.
“He just stood there as the Arabella came across 
the field, lower and lower, till her cupola hit the 
grass and she tilted over. Her balloon hit the 
ground and burst open. One flash of fire and she 
was gone.
“Just bits of metal and burning canvas.
“And the captain’s hat.”
He paused again, staring out across the landing 
field as if reliving that night.
“We all saw the crew, that’s what went in the 
report, crew seen at their stations just before the 
crash.
“We searched, as soon as the fires were out, we 
searched. No bodies, no cargo, just the wreckage 
and that hat. 

“That damned old hat.”
He lapsed into silence, lost in his own thoughts.
The Sergeant waited for the man to start 
speaking again then finally stood, thanked him 
for his time and left the room. Hensworth, still 
lost in thought, didn’t notice.

#
On his way out of the office Sergeant Peck 
paused by the desk of the clerk who was busy 
moving sheets of paper from time to time.
Some primal instinct alerted the clerk that the 
short police Sergeant was not someone who 
could be safely ignored and he glanced up to 
meet Peck’s dark and very intimidating eyes.
“Your boss said the Arabella was carrying a 
special cargo, what was it?”
The clerk considered the work involved and 
quickly decided this was not someone he could 
safely annoy, so he stood, walked across to the 
tall stack of files and checked the handwritten 
titles.
Finally he found the correct one and took it 
down.
“Here it is, airship Arabella, cargo, special 
hiring. One crate. A Miss Abigail Summerby.”
Sergeant Peck reached over and twisted the 
sheet of paper so that he could read the address.
“She paid for an entire flight just for the one 
crate. Funny thing was we never found it in 
the wreckage but Manchester swear blind the 
Arabella picked the crate up that morning. We 
sent them a telex the day after the crash to see if 
they knew anything about why she came down. 
They confirmed Arabella had picked up the one 
crate, no passengers, none but the three crew.”
The Sergeant licked the tip of his pencil and 
wrote the address on the first clean page of his 
battered old notebook. Expensive area, you had 
to be rich to live there, old money or new didn’t 
matter but you needed a lot of it. That bought 
problems with it; the upper classes didn’t like 
someone like him sticking his nose in things 
that didn’t concern him. The word ‘commoner’ or 
‘peasant’ was never said of course, not out loud 
anyway.
As he turned to leave, Peck noticed the 
expression on the face of the clerk, it was barely 
there, just the hint of worry and something 
else. To the Sergeant, to whom suspicion was 
almost a hobby, it set a twitching in the back 
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of his neck. The sergeant turned back around 
and leaned over the desk, his face no more 
than two feet from that of the clerk who startled 
backwards.
“You know some more about this, something you 
don’t want to tell me?”
The clerk suddenly looked afraid then set his 
face into something that was supposed to look 
indignant.
“I told you all I know, nothing else. No secrets 
here. I don’t know nothing. Talk to them up in 
Manchester with their wild stories about flying 
monsters chasing the Arabella and three getting 
on but four seen in the cabin. All I know is they 
say they loaded a crate and it wasn’t here when 
she crashed.
“Talk to them. I didn’t do nothing, I don’t know 
nothing. I wasn’t there.”
The Sergeant said nothing as the seconds 
dragged past, the clerk said nothing more 
but the look on his face was fearful again. 
Something in the Sergeant’s eyes did that to 
people. Something dark that said that this was 
a man who had seen things, done things, and 
that killing somebody wouldn’t bother him in the 
slightest.
The clerk had no idea the things that Peck had 
seen, and done, but he had looked into the 
man’s eyes nonetheless and some primal fear 
had set him to babbling.
The Sergeant blinked and stood up, breaking 
the spell. He then turned and walked toward 
the way out. Just before he reached the door he 
paused, “You hear any more wild stories, I want 
to know about them, understand me?”
The clerk nodded frantically though Peck never 
turned to look; then he pulled the door open 
and walked out into the last of the sunlight as 
evening drew in.
As he walked across the grass to the street, Peck 
considered the address he had been given, the 
street was somewhat across town, well out of 
his way and he would not make himself popular 
asking questions there but he couldn’t let this 
one go. Normally an inspector would be sent to 
ask questions up there, the lords and ladies not 
being happy to have the rank and file bothering 
them. 
Unfortunately, since Sergeant Peck’s old 
inspector was currently not available and the 
replacement would have gone home hours ago, 

that left him. Besides, the new one was wet 
behind the ears and as earnest as a puppy dog. 
No way the Sergeant was going to be talking to 
him about ghosts and such, Inspector Thorn 
had been there, he knew the truth, this new one 
would most likely have the Sergeant sacked as a 
madman, or worse, sent to an asylum.
So it was up to one Sergeant Peck to do the 
investigating and to hell with the snobs.

#
Night was drawing in as he approached the 
address. A lamp lighter was at work turning on 
the gas lamps. In passing the Sergeant noticed 
that the lamp lighter wore a better quality 
uniform than the Sergeant’s own police issue. 
That was the way things were in this part of 
town.
The house was an old one, set back from the 
street behind wrought iron gates high enough 
to be defensive not just decorative. There was a 
smaller gate set in the wall some ten feet from 
the carriage gates, obviously indented for visitors 
who walked. The smaller gate was well oiled and 
opened without a sound.
Through the gate Peck found himself on the 
edge of a lawn, a low hedge divided it from the 
carriage way to his left; grass and decorative 
flower beds and bushes were shapes in the 
darkness to his right and in front of him the 
walkway was old heavy flagstones, not local, a 
dark grey stone.
The path, following the edge of the garden, 
curved to the right then straight again as it 
reached the house where it turned and came to 
the front door. Here it became gravel as it ended 
and the broad carriageway spread out to allow 
visitors who came in wheeled conveyances to 
alight right in front of the door under the shelter 
of the porch.
Crunching his way across the gravel, the 
sergeant reached the front door which was 
a match to the rest of the house, dark and 
brooding, set with heavy iron reinforcements 
and rivets. 
Oddly the door bell was a delicate tinkling thing, 
completely out of place and obviously new.
The bell was still trembling and the last echo of 
its sound was whispering across the lawn when 
the door opened; the darkly uniformed figure 
within must have been standing there waiting to 
have responded that fast.
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The figure, dark and swarthy, from the Arab 
East no doubt, looked down his hooked nose at 
the Sergeant. Two dangerous men stared, each 
trying to decide if it was worth the effort to kill 
the other.
After several long seconds the Arab dropped 
his gaze and asked the Sergeant what he 
wanted. Peck explained he was looking for Miss 
Summerly with regard to the crash of an airship 
and its missing cargo. The Arab thought about it 
for a few more seconds then grunted.
 “Wait here,” he said with a heavy accent and 
turned away from the door without another 
word, disappearing into the shadows of the long 
entry hall.
As the Arab did so the Sergeant noted a shape 
under the dark military cut jacket, a long curved 
knife by the look of it.
Two minutes later the servant returned and 
without a word gestured the Sergeant to enter, 
then pointed to a door barely visible in the 
shadows.
The door led to a small cluttered study lit by 
a handful of lamps, the walls filled with book 
cases, the floor taken up by a quartet of very 
expensive leather high-backed wing chairs, one 
of which was occupied by a young lady, no more 
than twenty but severely dressed in the fashion 
and style of a much older woman or an older 
time.
She glanced up from the book she was reading, 
a large thing bound in age-darkened leather of 
some sort. Then she leaned forward slightly, 
her face coming into the cone of light from the 
reading lamp set on the table beside her chair. 
Coal-black hair draped across her shoulders and 
framed a heart-shaped face; her eyes gleamed in 
the light, like those of a cat. Her pale pink lips, 
barely visible against the white skin of her face, 
tightened in the slightest of grimaces before her 
face set into a neutral look. 
 “That will be all, Abdul.” 
The servant withdrew and closed the door 
behind him.
She gestured to one of the empty chairs with a 
tilt of her head and asked the Sergeant what it 
was that he wanted.
After pausing while the worth of the chairs 
and the state of his uniform fought each other 
along with just how much trouble he could 
get into by being less than formal under such 

circumstances, the Sergeant sat stiffly on the 
front edge of the chair and explained about the 
crash of the Arabella and the missing cargo.
Miss Summerly listened to what he had to say 
with just the slightest lift of a perfect eyebrow.
“Yes I hired the airship for the trip Sergeant. 
I wanted my Grandfather home as quickly as 
possible and the Arabella was the only ship 
available that day.”
The Sergeant looked up at that. “Ma’am there 
were no passengers listed on the Arabella, just 
your crate.”
The young woman looked at the sergeant as if he 
were leaving marks on the leather chair.
“My Grandfather, Sergeant, died in Manchester. 
I wanted his coffin bought home as quickly as 
possible, which is why I had my people charter 
the Arabella. There was some mix up though, I 
was told the Arabella had picked up the coffin 
last week but it did not arrive till this morning.
“The man who delivered it said they had found 
it at the landing dock first thing this morning 
and bought it round at once. I don’t understand 
how they missed the fact that it was delivered, 
probably some clerk mislaid the paperwork. 
Still the General is home now which is all that 
matters.
“So unless you wish to look into why it took a 
week for them to deliver my Grandfather’s coffin, 
I don’t think there is any other reason for you to 
be here.”
The dismissal was cleared and the sound of 
the door opening came no more than a second 
later as Abdul responded to the tone of voice. He 
must have been waiting outside and listening to 
have responded so fast. 
Abdul led the Sergeant to the front door and 
opened it to allow the constable to leave, then 
he paused, one hand on the open front door 
as he watched until Peck had walked down the 
flagstone path to the small visitor’s gate and left 
the grounds. With the gate closed behind the 
visitor, Abdul closed the front door and slid both 
thick locking bars across the heavy wood with a 
solid and reassuring thunk.
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